Abstract-There is a considerable gap between traditional input devices such as Keyboard, mouse, and touch panels and 3D controllers somatosensory. Somatosensory controller is developing rapidly in recent years. The user can control the device without any complicated, who can interact with the content immersive using of the hands, feet, arms and other body parts and even the eyes. Although somatosensory technology and equipment face with the difficulties of the cost of hardware and software environment which cannot be crossed. Both the Wii, Kinect and Leap Motion, which compare with the traditional mouse and keyboard and gamepad still cannot be able to afford for Public. So nature cannot be more attractive to attract users to buy and use. However, human-computer interaction to become the future trend cannot be ignored. To give the user a comprehensive and specific understanding about somatosensory controller, In this paper, analyze and research the performance and technical characteristics of several mainstream controller. Obtained advantages, disadvantages and scope of somatosensory controllers which come from different manufacturers. So there is a very good interactive experience by analyzing in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
The history of somatosensory game controller can be traced back to the beginning when the game was born. Light gun may be the advent of the first somatosensory game controller, its history almost as long as the home game with history: in June 1967, Ralph Baer and his assistant Harrison [1] together completed the world's first light gun --it is also the Ralph • Bell designed the world's first home game. The prototype of light gun is very simple, but Harrison got the inspiration from a toy gun, he put parts needed to install a toy gun, the completion of the first of the light gun. And this time, even the first commercial video game are just a laboratory prototype of Bale.
The biggest advantage of somatosensory game controller is that it can simulate the existing equipment in reality, so players can get closer to the real game experience in the game. Traditional game controller in terms of the ability to restore the real experience is obviously insufficient, but the manufacturer did not give up and try to improve in this area, such as the vibration function of Dual Shock's series handle, its biggest role is to enhance the spot they feel -just so compared with the real design somatosensory game controller concerned on, it looked too pale.
With the 2009 E3 Expo, Sony and Microsoft announced the somatosensory operation equipment which is for the home game console. Three major hosts have their own somatosensory game controller, seems to imply that the game industry has started to enter a universal sense of body era. From the data published of official, the somatosensory game controller PS MOVE of Sony designed for the PS3 is similar to the Wii Remote in terms of appearance or function t. Sony has repeatedly stressed PS Move operation more accurate, more comfortable, However, this highlights of the game controllers still lack a truly ingenious. In contrast, Microsoft is tailored XBOX360 Kinect game controller, new ideas to make the limelight at the show. Unconsciously somatosensory game has occupied a place in the game field.
II. MAINSTREAM SOMATOSENSORY CONTROLLER
A. iMotion iMotion is a revolutionary 3D controller, with tactile feedback. It can control the application on the computer, mobile phone, flat by setting the relevant action to achieve a certain trigger condition to realize the somatosensory control.
iMotion has a extremely accurate three-dimensional space capture ability, which can recognize your body action perfectly.
iMotion is equal to construct a virtual space to the user's touch, the user can control the specific operation to the virtual object on the screen in the air. The iMotion related applications install on the user's device, you can control the computer and other smart devices instead of a mouse and keyboard. Users can operate devices directly in the air by iMotion.
It has three LED lights on the surface, which are used to detect X, Y, Z coordinates and elevation planar axis, rotation angle. iMotion has gyroscope and accelerometer which can detect any of your actions accurately [2] .
Touch feedback technology issues to the operator information via Bluetooth. iMotion has five kinds of different intensity and duration of feedback. You can feel you are "touch" the object on the screen, increasing feelings of control.
Figure1. iMotion and Application

B.
Wii End of 2006, Nintendo released the Wii. Wii console can connect four handles via blue tooth technology. The wireless signal can be detected at a distance of 10 meters. [3] Wii remote and nunchuck handles are equipped with three-axis sensor. Wii Remote controller has a speaker , vibration function and expansion slots, and can be used as a locator in five meters from the screen
The design if the Wii use compact design, which can be placed horizontally and stacked vertically. Slot-drive of Wii can support single or double 12cm Wii discs and 8cm disc of NGC [4] .
Users control the screen depending on the Wii , not yet completely done by hand. But the unprecedented use Wii controller, life information content unrelated the game and other features and services, opened a "revolution in mobile gaming".
Figure2. The Exterior of Wii
C.
Kinect Kinect is XBOX360 somatosensory peripheral peripherals which was announced formally by Microsoft at E3 June 2, 2009. Kinect revolutionized the single operation of the game, makes the idea of machine interaction more thoroughly unfolded. It is a 3D somatosensory camera, while it imported the instant motion capture, image recognition, microphone input, voice recognition, social interaction and other functions. Players can drive in the game and interact with other players, sharing pictures and information with other Xbox players via the Internet using this technology.
The emergence of Kinect evolved the natural user interaction to a new level. Kinect is equipped with a resolution of 640 x 480 of RGB VGA camera, a depth sensor and a multi-array microphone which can be identified the distance, action and even recognize and accept the voice commands of the players, and all this in real time [5] .
Players need to make a variety of actions in front of the screen, the game character on the appropriate action to make the same. Even NPC chat using voice and make the world we live in and the screen on the other side of the world ever closer to the viewer are all marvel. Undoubtedly, Kinect can bring great fun for players of the game -the premise is that there is a large enough living room ......
With PrimeSense software and camera detection, Kinect capture user gestures, and then compare captured image with human model with own internal. Each human model with internal objects saved will be creating a model of skeletal-related system and then to convert the model into a virtual role that by identifying the key parts of the human skeleton model operates triggered. With the help of a virtual skeleton model, the system can identify 25 key parts of the human body. Based on this research add the new technology of recognition the human standing / sitting [6] .
By depth of field camera and RGB camera, Kinect can put 3D images into the screen [7] . Simultaneously capture color images, infrared images, and the user's gesture, according to data given by Microsoft, and then convert these into sign language game control. Kinect can simultaneously track up to six players, but only two players can simultaneously operate a game.
Compared with the Wii, Kinect Another fascinating factor is that it does not need handle manipulation. Waved your arm can switch menu and control menu by voice, it all looks very sci-fi. Kinect allows players to somatosensory operate through a simple wave.
In the center of this Kinect players can control the menu by action, such as waving a hand from right to left can view the content. At the same time the hands do not move somewhere you can access the contents of their own interest. [9] .
Leap Motion provides motion capture of three axes, and now the use of these applications are only two axes, the data of "depth" has not used. [10] Can imagine that, if holographic display technology will be practical in the future, Leap Motion would be very good interfaces between real and virtual.
Figure6. Leap Motion Application
E.
DUO Duo uses two PlayStation Eye cameras to detect user manipulation gesture. This camera is one of the important parts of Sony PlayStation3 game console. You can buy video game accessories in the store. From the official demo video, sensitivity and accuracy of Duo not only lose Leap Motion, the minimum detection range also seems much better than the latter from official demo video. Video also shows that users can not only use Duo for "Fruit Ninja" game, also the same as the Kinect compatible Windows8 gesture commands.
Duo's in public investment and financing platform Kickstarter website, fans pay only $ 20 (about 124 yuan) to get its production instructions, including a detailed list of accessories as well as a CAD drawing. Since all parts are available in stores Duo available, so fans can refer to the drawings DIY directly assembled one of their own 3D somatosensory controller. Duo of sensitivity and accuracy not only lose Leap Motion, the minimum detection range also seems much better than the latter. 
F.
CubeSense CubeSense is a somatosensory control chip by the development of a new shoreline Co. CubeSense somatosensory controller chip base on the principles of stereoscopic vision. It capture three-dimensional images by two ordinary camera head, on this basis, identify the gestures and body movements to control smart devices.
CubeSense is the size of about 15 cm long, two knuckles wide. Plus the cover is reminiscent of Microsoft's Kinect sensor, but very different target markets. This device processing speed is 60fps/s. Only supports single-touch measurement, its accuracy can be reduced to a single finger size (1mm), lens range is up to 120 degrees of wide-angle. While king deeply measurement allows the system to identify in front of people and dispense background interference.
One of the highlights of CubeSense Box is that get rid of traditional remote control. It use 3D gesture to achieve remote control of the TV interface. At the same time the internal configure a high-precision depth sensor chip CubeSenseTM. The chip independent designed by the new shoreline who has all the patents. Based on the principle of three-dimensional imaging of the human binocular vision, it can reality perception of human gestures in 3D space using only two ordinary cameras. Compared with other current depth of the chip, CubeSenseTM chip is more universal and economic feasibility. It supports a maximum resolution of 1280 * 960 original calculations. This article describes the five kinds of somatosensory controller, which is a development process of somatosensory controller. From Nintendo's Wii to Microsoft's Kinect, somatosensory controller is not limited to games, which has gone from the control to handle the non-contact sensor feedback to touch and broken through the man-machine control limits. Domestic ASUS Xtion PRO LIVE and new shoreline's CubeSense are done better in somatosensory control. But compared with foreign products popularity is not enough, VIXO being developed GameBody which has speech recognition, gesture recognition, motion capture and other functions. Advancement of technology allow operation of electronic products with each passing day, from an external device to the finger skin, so the gap between the body and the device has been gradual elimination. We can say " the third revolution of Human-Computer Interaction" has ignited.
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